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Abstract. Centroid and spread are commonly used approaches in ranking fuzzy numbers. Some experts rank fuzzy numbers using
centroid or spread alone while others tend to integrate them together. Although a lot of methods for ranking fuzzy numbers that
are related to both approaches have been presented, there are still limitations whereby the ranking obtained is inconsistent with
human intuition. This paper proposes a novel method for ranking fuzzy numbers that integrates the centroid point and the spread
approaches and overcomes the limitations and weaknesses of most existing methods. Proves and justifications with regard to the
proposed ranking method are also presented.
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1. Introduction12

Ranking fuzzy numbers plays an important role in13

decision making in fuzzy environment. Many ranking14

methods have been presented in the literature since this15

idea was first introduced by [1]. Among others were16

[2–8]. Basically, ranking fuzzy numbers provides the17

appropriate technique to deal with fuzzy numbers for18

decision making problems [9].19

The literature on ranking fuzzy numbers classifies20

ranking methods into four categories. One of them is21

fuzzy mean and spread. In ranking fuzzy numbers, the22

mean is generally specified as the centroid of the fuzzy23

numbers. The concept of centroid in ranking fuzzy num-24

bers was first introduced in [10] and this was later25

followed by [11, 12]. However, the methods from [11,26

12] have limitations as they only consider the positive27

sign for both numerator and denominator. The method28

from [11] produces similar ranking order for positive29

and negative fuzzy numbers while the method from [12]30

produces same ranking order for a mirror image situa-31
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tion of fuzzy numbers. It has been proved in [13] that 32

the centroid formula given in [11, 12] does not satisfy 33

the two properties of a correct centroid formula. Due 34

to this [13] proposed a new centroid formula in rank- 35

ing fuzzy numbers. Even though the method from [13] 36

can be applied to various types of fuzzy numbers, this 37

method is restricted to invertible fuzzy numbers only 38

[14]. Therefore, a new centroid formula was proposed 39

in [14] which is not only applicable to various types 40

of fuzzy numbers but also satisfies the properties of a 41

correct centroid formula. However, no clarification on 42

ranking fuzzy numbers was introduced. Then [15, 16] 43

proposed significant variations of the methods from [11, 44

12] but they produced inconsistent ranking order due to 45

complexity. Later on [17] presented the same ranking 46

method using the distance between the centroid but the 47

methods produced ranking order such that the ordering 48

is inconsistent with human intuitions and showed pit- 49

falls in discriminating symmetrical fuzzy numbers of 50

different spread. 51

Research on applicability of most ranking methods 52

based on centroid to correctly rank fuzzy numbers is 53

still ongoing but these methods cannot be used when 54

embedded fuzzy numbers of different spread are con- 55

sidered. Due to this, several experts have proposed a 56
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combination of centroid and spread as a ranking fuzzy57

numbers method [18–20] were among the first that pre-58

sented the ranking methods using both approaches. The59

method from [18] was unable to rank fuzzy numbers of60

different normality while the methods from [19, 20]61

could only be applied to trapezoidal fuzzy numbers [9,62

21–23] later proposed some adjustments to previous63

ranking methods but all of them were inconsistent with64

human intuition.65

To overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, this66

paper introduces a new ranking method which inte-67

grates centroid point and spread approaches for ranking68

fuzzy numbers. This paper is organised as follows. Pre-69

liminaries are given in Section 2. These are followed70

by discussions on shortcomings of existing ranking71

methods in Section 3. Section 4 covers the validation72

and proves of the proposed ranking method. Section73

5 discusses the applicability of the proposed ranking74

method to other cases of fuzzy numbers by comparing75

the results obtained with the ones from other existing76

methods. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 6.77

2. Theoretical preliminaries78

Based on [9], some basic concepts used in this paper79

are illustrated as follows.80

2.1. Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers81

A trapezoidal fuzzy number can be represented by82

the following membership function given by83

µAi (x)84

= (ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4)85

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x−ai1
ai2−ai1

if ai1 ≤ x ≤ ai2

1 if ai2 ≤ x ≤ ai3

ai4−x
ai4−ai3

if ai3 ≤ x ≤ ai4

0 otherwise

86

For a trapezoidal fuzzy number, if ai2 = ai3, then87

the fuzzy number is in the form of a triangular fuzzy88

number. However, if ai1 = ai2 = ai3 = ai4 for both tri-89

angular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, then both fuzzy90

numbers are said to be in the form of a singleton fuzzy91

number (crisp value). The length between ai1 and ai4 is92

known as the core of the fuzzy numbers.93

2.2. Generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers 94

A fuzzy number A = (ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4; wA) is 95

called a generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number with 96

ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4 are real numbers and wA represents the 97

height of the fuzzy number A such that wAε[0, 1]. When 98

ai2 = ai3, A is known as a generalized triangular fuzzy 99

numbers [20]. 100

2.3. Standardized generalized trapezoidal fuzzy 101

numbers 102

If the fuzzy number A has the property such that –
1 < ai1 < ai2 < ai3 < ai4 < 1, then Ã is called a stan-
dardized generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number and is
denoted as [9]

Ã = (
ãi1, ãi2, ãi3, ãi4; wÃ

)
(1)

Furthermore if ãi2 = ãi3 then Ã is known as a stan-
dardized generalized triangular fuzzy number. Any
generalized fuzzy number may be transformed into a
standardized generalized fuzzy number by normaliza-
tion as described in (2).

Ã =
(ai1

k
,
ai2

k
,
ai3

k
,
ai4

k
; wA

)

= (
ãi1, ãi2, ãi3, ãi4; wÃ

) (2)

where k = max (ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4) . 103

It should be noted that in the normalization process 104

only the components of fuzzy numbers are changed 105

where ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4 are changed to ãi1, ãi2, ãi3, ãi4 106

but the height of the fuzzy number remains the same 107

[9]. 108

3. Literature review 109

Although numerous approaches for ranking fuzzy 110

numbers have been proposed, there are still shortcom- 111

ings demonstrated by the recently proposed methods in 112

ranking fuzzy numbers consistently with human intu- 113

ition. In this section, limitations of the existing ranking 114

methods are discussed and analysed using three counter 115

examples shown below. It should be noted that all fuzzy 116

number examples used from this section onwards are 117

in the form of standardized generalized fuzzy numbers. 118

Example 1 illustrates the limitations of [9, 22, 24] in 119

producing a consistent ranking order for the following 120

cases with fuzzy numbers.
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1

1

ia 2ia 3ia 4ia
x

Fig. 1. Trapezoidal fuzzy number.

1.0

0.1 0.3 0.5

A

B

x

Fig. 2. Fuzzy numbers A and B of Example 1.

Example 1: Consider the following sets of fuzzy num-
bers adopted from [9 ,22] and shown in Fig. 2.

A = (0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5; 1.0), B = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5; 1.0)

Using [9] method, the ranking order of fuzzy num-121

bers for this case is B � A, since the defuzzified value122

for both fuzzy numbers is the same, hence the spread123

value should be used as the discriminating factor. How-124

ever, the result obtained by [9] is inconsistent with125

human intuition due to the centroid of A is greater than126

B which implies that A should be intuitionally ranked127

higher than B (i.e. A � B) [17, 22, 24] on the other hand128

treated both fuzzy numbers as equal, A ≈ B which is129

unreasonable and deviate from human intuition. There-130

fore, it can be concluded that all the aforementioned131

ranking methods produce results which are inconsistent132

with human intuition particularly for Example 1.133

Example 2 analyses the illogical ranking order of134

another case with fuzzy numbers obtained by [17].135

Example 2: Consider the following sets of fuzzy num-
bers adopted from [25] shown in Fig. 3.

A = (0.2, 0.5, 0.8; 1.0), B = (0.4, 0.5, 0.6; 1.0)

Although [17] method has solved the problem faced136

by [9, 22], this method has shortcomings when applied137

to fuzzy numbers in Example 2. Using their method,138

1.0

0.2 0.5 0.8

A

B

x

Fig. 3. Fuzzy numbers A and B of Example 2.

0.8

0.1 0.3 0.5

1.0
A

B

x

Fig. 4. Fuzzy numbers A and B of Example 3.

the ranking order obtained is equal ranking (A ≈ B) 139

because the distance between the centroid for both 140

fuzzy numbers is the same. Thus, [17] method pro- 141

duces unreasonable ranking order for this case with 142

fuzzy numbers. 143

Example 3: Consider the following sets of fuzzy num-
bers adopted from [22] shown in Fig. 4.

A = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5; 1.0), B = (0.1, 0.3, 0.5; 0.8)

Since wA > wB, the centroid point for fuzzy num- 144

ber A is greater than B. Therefore, it is obvious that 145

the ranking order of fuzzy numbers which is consistent 146

with human intuition for this example should be A � B. 147

However, the application of the method from [25] to 148

this example produced different ranking order for dif- 149

ferent degrees of optimism. Therefore, the method from 150

[25] had pitfall in ranking fuzzy numbers for this exam- 151

ple by giving ranking order that is unreasonable and 152

inconsistent with human intuition. 153

4. Research methodology 154

To overcome the limitations of existing methods, 155

this study introduces a novel hybrid methodology for 156

ranking fuzzy numbers method based on centroid point 157

and spread (CPS). The centroid point is utilised in CPS 158
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due to the effectiveness of this approach in ranking var-159

ious cases of fuzzy numbers which are suited to human160

intuition. The spread method, on the other hand, is inte-161

grated with the centroid point to cater for the pitfalls162

faced by the existing ranking methods, as already dis-163

cussed in Section 3. The full illustration of the proposed164

new ranking method is presented below.165

Since centroid is considered as the main factor in166

ranking fuzzy numbers by human intuition [17], the167

centroid method from [14] is used here as one of the168

components of CPS. This is due to the fact that this169

centroid method has the ability to deal with numerous170

types of fuzzy numbers as discussed in [17]. Therefore,171

the centroid method from [14] is proposed here as one172

of the components in the CPS ranking method which is173

defined as follows.174

Assume that a fuzzy number A is generally described
as A = (a1, a2, a3, a4; wA), the horizontal – x centroid
equation of fuzzy number A, xA is calculated as

xA =
∫ ∞
−∞ xf (x)dx∫ ∞
−∞ f (x)dx

(3)

and the vertical – y centroid equation of fuzzy number
A, yA is calculated as

yA =
∫ wAi

0 α
∣∣Aα

i

∣∣dα∫ wAi

0

∣∣Aα
i

∣∣dα
(4)

where175 ∣∣Aα
i

∣∣ is the length of the α – cuts of fuzzy number A,176

xA ∈ [−1, 1] and yA ∈ [0, wA].177

As discussed in Section 3, there are some cases where178

the centroid method is unable to rank the fuzzy num-179

bers appropriately, especially when fuzzy numbers of180

different spread are considered. Therefore, considering181

spread in the formulation is important.182

4.1. Spread in ranking fuzzy numbers and decision183

making184

The roles play by the spread can be in twofold. They185

are186

1. Capability in Ranking Fuzzy Numbers.
187

Although, centroid point can rank almost all cases188

of fuzzy numbers, spread does gives great assistance189

when centroid point fails to rank the following fuzzy190

numbers cases191

a. Fuzzy numbers of different spreads.192

b. Embedded fuzzy numbers.193

2. Role in Decision Making
194

In decision making environment, the decision makers 195

can be categorised into three namely pessimistic, neu- 196

tral and optimistic [5, 27]. This implies that they have 197

different views in terms of the spread of fuzzy num- 198

bers, although the fuzzy numbers they observe are of 199

the same situation. Therefore, the ranking order might 200

be differ from one to another which indicates that spread 201

is also important in the decision making process. 202

Thus, it is crucial not only to consider centroid point 203

but also spread in ranking fuzzy numbers and decision 204

making applications. 205

4.2. Spread formula for fuzzy numbers 206

According to [9], the spread is not considered as 207

important as the centroid in ranking fuzzy numbers. 208

However, the spread does provide great assistance to 209

the centroid when dealing with fuzzy numbers in certain 210

cases such as the ones presented in Section 3. There- 211

fore, a new spread formula is proposed here based on 212

the distance from the centroid point. 213

The distance along the x – axis from the centroid of 214

x – value is defined as 215

iA = dist(a4 − a1) = |a4 − xA| + |xA − a1| 216

= |a4 − a1| (5) 217

Further on, the distance along the vertical y – axis
from the centroid of y – value is defined as

iiA = yA (6)

Therefore, spread of A, s(A) is defined as

s(A) = iA × iiA (7)

where i and ii are dist(a4–a1) and yA respectively.

s(A), iA, iiA, dist(a4–a1) ∈ [0, 1].

The following figure is the illustration of the pro- 218

posed spread methodology. 219

4.3. Properties of spread method 220

The relevant properties considered for justifying the 221

spread in ranking fuzzy numbers depend on the useful- 222

ness within the domain of research and the list of these 223

properties can be extended further. The applicability of 224

the proposed spread method in ranking fuzzy numbers 225

is illustrated using the following properties. 226
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Let A and B be trapezoidal and triangular generalized227

fuzzy numbers respectively.228

Property 1: If A and B are embedded and having similar229

core, then s(A) > s(B).230

Proof: Since A and B are embedded and having similar
core, hence we know that

xA = xB and yA > yB.

Then, from equation (1) we have iA = iB and iiA >231

iiB.232

Therefore, s(A) > s(B).233

Figure 1 is the best representation of this property.234

Property 2: If A is a vertical fuzzy numbers, then235

s(A) = 0.236

Proof: For any crisp (real) numbers, we know that a1 =237

a2 = a3 = a4 implies that iA = 0 and iiA = w/3.238

Therefore, s(A) = 0.239

Property 3: If A is an asymmetrical triangular fuzzy240

numbers then s(A) = iA × iiA.241

Proof: For any asymmetrical triangular fuzzy numbers,242

it is obvious that a2 = a3 /= xA.243

Then, by definition, we have dist(a4 − a3) +244

dist(a3 − a1) = dist(a4 − a1) = iA.245

Therefore, s(A) = iA × iiA.246

Therefore, the proposed ranking fuzzy numbers is247

defined as follows.248

Definition 4. The CPS ranking index value is defined
as

CPS (A) = x∗
A × y∗

A × (1−sA) (8)

where249

x∗
A is the horizontal – x centroid for generalized fuzzy250

number A251

y∗
A is the horizontal – y centroid for generalized fuzzy252

number A253

sA is the spread for fuzzy number A254

CPS (A) ∈ [−1, 1]255

If CPS (A) > CPS (B), then A � B. (i.e. A is ranked256

higher than B).257

If CPS (A) < CPS (B), then A ≺ B. (i.e. A is ranked258

lower than B).259

If CPS (A) = CPS (B), then A ≈ B. (i.e. the ranking260

for A and B is equal).261

5. Comparative analysis 262

In this section, the CPS method is compared with 263

other existing methods in ranking fuzzy numbers. The 264

CPS method demonstrates its reliability for ranking 265

the fuzzy numbers from Section 3 and also stamps its 266

supremacy on several other examples of fuzzy num- 267

bers. This comparative analysis is important to ensure 268

that the CPS method can handle any cases of fuzzy 269

numbers in the same way as other existing methods. 270

Consistent ranking result means the ranking order of 271

fuzzy numbers obtained is correct and consistent with 272

human intuition. Without loss of generality, cases of 273

fuzzy numbers examined in [9, 22] are illustrated as 274

follows. 275

5.1. Case 1 276

Consider the two fuzzy numbers A and B shown in 277

Fig. 2. The correct ranking order of fuzzy numbers for 278

this case should be A � B due to the fact that the cen- 279

troid of fuzzy number A is greater than fuzzy number 280

B [17]. Based on Table 1 [9] produced unreasonable 281

ranking order that is inconsistent with human intuition 282

(B � A) since they treated fuzzy number with smaller 283

centroid as greater than the other. The attempt of [22] 284

to overcome the limitations of the method from [9] 285

results in an inconsistent ranking order in which the 286

method treated both fuzzy numbers as equal (A ≈ B). 287

The same ranking order is also obtained using the meth- 288

ods from [11, 12, 24]. This outcome implies that these 289

methods are unable to differentiate between fuzzy num- 290

bers appropriately. Using the CPS ranking method, the 291

ranking order produced is consistent with the method 292

[17]. The latter produces a ranking order that is consis- 293

tent with human intuition by placing the fuzzy number 294

with higher centroid, higher in the ranking order. 295

Table 1
Comparative results of case 1

Method Fuzzy numbers Ranking results Evaluation

A B

[11] 0.583 0.583 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[12] 0.150 0.150 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[9] 0.254 0.258 A ≺ B Inconsistent
[24] 0.300 0.300 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[22] 0.300 0.300 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[17] 0.333 0.222 A � B Consistent
CPS 0.103 0.077 A � B Consistent
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Table 2
Comparative results of case 2

Method Fuzzy numbers Ranking results Evaluation

A B

[11] 0.583 0.583 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[12] 0.150 0.150 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[9] 0.258 0.278 A ≺ B Inconsistent
[24] 0.500 0.500 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[22] 0.300 0.300 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[26] 0.240 0.240 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[17] 0.111 0.111 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[25] 1.000 1.000 A ≺ B Consistent /

Inconsistent
depending on α

1.000 1.000 A ≈ B

1.000 1.000 A � B

CPS 0.103 0.077 A � B Consistent

5.2. Case 2296

Consider the two fuzzy numbers A and B shown in297

Fig. 3. The correct ranking order of fuzzy numbers for298

this case should be B � A. This is in accordance with299

[12, 18] where it was pointed out that the ranking order300

for a fuzzy number with a lower spread value is greater301

than the other provided that the centroid value of fuzzy302

numbers under consideration is the same. It can be seen303

from Table 2 that the ranking methods from [11, 12,304

17, 24, 26] are unable to differentiate between fuzzy305

numbers whereby they produce equal ranking (A ≈ B)306

for this case. The ranking method from [25], on the other307

hand, captures the actual preference of decision makers308

by utilising the degree of optimism in obtaining the309

ranking order for the fuzzy numbers. The CPS method310

produces consistent ordering in line with [9] and [22]311

that rank the fuzzy numbers correctly by giving priority312

to fuzzy numbers with lower spread which is in line313

with human intuition. It can also be seen that most of314

the presented ranking methods are unable to solve this315

case of fuzzy numbers.316

5.3. Case 3317

Consider the two fuzzy numbers A and B shown in318

Fig. 4. As mentioned in Section 3, the method from319

[25] was unable to give appropriate ranking order for320

the fuzzy numbers in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the321

ranking values obtained by the method from [25] were322

the same but the ranking results were different because323

the method gave different ranking for different levels324

of degree of optimism. Obviously, without considering325

the degree of optimism, a ranking method should rank326

Table 3
Comparative results of case 3

Method Fuzzy numbers Ranking results Evaluation

A B

[11] 0.583 0.461 A � B Consistent
[12] 0.150 0.120 A � B Consistent
[9] 0.258 0.206 A � B Consistent
[24] 0.240 0.240 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[22] 0.300 0.282 A � B Consistent
[26] 0.150 0.133 A � B Consistent
[17] 0.244 0.196 A � B Consistent
[25] 1.000 1.000 A ≈ B Inconsistent

1.000 1.000 A ≈ B

1.000 1.000 A ≈ B

CPS 0.077 0.062 A � B Consistent

iA

iiA

A

(xA, yA)

x

Fig. 5. Component of spread, iA and iiA and the centroid point, (xA,
yA).

A � B due to level of confidence of decision makers 327

that fuzzy number A is greater than B. In Table 3, it 328

was also shown that [24] produced inconsistent ranking 329

order by treating both fuzzy numbers as equal. Using 330

the CPS method, consistent ranking order is obtained in 331

line with [9, 11, 12, 22, 26] where a fuzzy number with 332

greater height is ranked higher than a fuzzy number 333

with lower height. 334

5.4. Case 4 335

Consider the reflection case of the two 336

non–overlapping fuzzy numbers A and B shown 337

in Fig. 6 and Table 4 as comparative results. It is 338

obvious that fuzzy number B is situated on the farthest 339

right compared to fuzzy number A. Therefore, the 340

ranking order that is consistent with human intuitions 341

should be B � A. The methods from [11, 24] were 342

unable to differentiate between these fuzzy numbers, 343

hence producing an inconsistent ranking order. How- 344

ever, when using the CPS method, the ranking order 345

obtained is in line with [9, 12, 17, 22, 26] where the 346

ranking order is consistent with human intuition. 347
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-0.3

1.0

x
- 0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5

BA

Fig. 6. Fuzzy Numbers A and B of Example 4.

Table 4
Comparative results of case 4

Method Fuzzy numbers Ranking results Evaluation

A B

[11] 0.583 0.583 A ≈ B Consistent
[12] −0.150 0.150 A ≺ B Consistent
[9] −0.258 0.258 A ≺ B Consistent
[24] 0 0 A ≈ B Inconsistent
[22] −0.300 0.300 A ≺ B Consistent
[26] 0.150 0.133 A � B Consistent
[17] 0 0.600 A ≺ B Consistent
CPS −0.077 0.077 A ≺ B Consistent

x
0.1 0.3

1.0

1.00.5

A B

Fig. 7. Fuzzy Numbers A and B of Example 5.

5.5. Case 5348

Consider the different shape case of the two fuzzy349

numbers A and B shown in Fig. 7. Using the same expla-350

nation as in Case 4, the ranking order obtained should351

be B � A. Apart from that, another reason for B � A352

is that a crisp value is treated greater than any fuzzy353

number [9]. Based on Table 5, there are only certain354

ranking methods that are able to rank these fuzzy num-355

bers in a way that is consistent with human intuition.356

They are [9, 17, 24] and the CPS method. Therefore, the357

CPS method is not only capable of producing consis-358

tent ranking order for fuzzy numbers but also for crisp359

values.360

Table 5
Comparative results of case 54

Method Fuzzy numbers Ranking results Evaluation

A B

[11] x X – Inconsistent
[12] x X – Inconsistent
[9] 0.254 0.258 A ≺ B Consistent
[24] x X – Inconsistent
[22] 0.300 1 A ≺ B Inconsistent
[26] x X – Inconsistent
[17] 0.333 1.082 A ≺ B Consistent
CPS 0.077 0.333 A ≺ B Consistent

Note: ‘x’ the ranking method as unable to rank the fuzzy numbers.
‘–‘ not applicable for the ranking method.

It is understandable that each presented method of 361

ranking fuzzy numbers has its own strengths and weak- 362

nesses. Based on the analysis above, there are some 363

methods that can deal with cases of fuzzy numbers 364

proposed by [9, 22] effectively while some produce 365

irrelevant results for certain cases. Nevertheless, in each 366

case examined above, the CPS method is more likely 367

to produce consistent ranking results for all cases with 368

fuzzy numbers. This implies that the CPS method can 369

deal with each case of fuzzy numbers proposed by [9, 370

22] effectively. 371

6. Conclusion 372

This study proposes a novel method for ranking 373

fuzzy numbers based on centroid point and spread. The 374

method utilises the centroid point formula due to its 375

applicability to all types of fuzzy numbers. At the same 376

time, a novel spread approach is introduced to overcome 377

the weaknesses of most existing methods in calculat- 378

ing the spread of fuzzy numbers. It is shown that the 379

CPS method not only produces correct ranking order 380

for each case with fuzzy numbers considered but also 381

overcomes the limitations of most existing methods in 382

ranking fuzzy numbers by producing a ranking order 383

that is consistent with human intuition. In conclusion, 384

the proposed method possesses intuitional concepts for 385

ranking fuzzy numbers as well as for decision making 386

analysis. Therefore, it is expected that this method can 387

be further improved and validated for decision making 388

problems. 389
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